Protocole COVID 19

Hygiene and health security measures
We implement strict hygienic protocols since several seasons and we reinforce this
year the protocol.
Sanitary facilities are cleaned 2 times per day, soaps are at your disposal in
common spaces and we will oblige you to wash your hands before using every
equipment.
Accommodations have a specific cleaning process and a period of 4 hours minimum
is respected between two rentals.
Consequently, all of camping’s employees are equipped according to their
knowledge expertise and awarded about the respect of social distancing. All will be
implemented, without damage the holiday’s atmosphere, to avoid the spreading of
the COVID 19. We will reinforce passage to disinfect contact points used by everyone.
Our suppliers apply our hygienic instructions, they inform us about their procedures
and are serious companies which have our confidence.
To gain time, you have the possibility to pay all of your balance’s stay before your
arrival to avoid to wait, by the website with your booking number. Also, you can
send us your number plate and the participant’s list to gain time at the reception. At
the reception, hydro alcoholic gel will be at your disposal, a Plexiglas will separate
you and reception employees, 2 persons maximum in the reception included 1 per
family and finally come with your own pen.
During the season, one isolation space will be dedicated to answer to the heath
protocol.
On playgrounds, we remind you those areas are reserved for children and are under
the parent’s responsibility. Wash hands of your children before allow them to play
on playgrounds. Ensure children to respect social distancing. We recommend for
children who are more than 6 year’s old to wear a face mask.
The activity of camping is tied with open air so we have the possibility to keep social
distancing measures.
Finally, if you require further information on your upcoming you can contact our
team but we recommend you to do only if your stay is due to start in the next few
days. In fact, our advisors are dealing with a lot of queries at the moment. They are
working hard, they are doing well but our processing times are extended due to the
very exceptional situation we currently find ourselves in. We guarantee that each
request will be processed. We are prioritizing the processing of requests based on
the earliest booking dates.

